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and functions
which a higher
the X.25 co-

SUMMARY.

This report describes part of the X.25 co-processor archi
tecture and the software interface between the co-processor
and the user. The main sUbject is the software part on the
Host, which surves as an interface between the co-processor
and the user. This software part has been defined and con
tains:

- X.25 protocol function which are not im
plemented.

- Device driver specification
containing the primitives,
level has to use in using
processor.

- Some functions which depend on the local
implementation.

As a higher level the transport level is meant. As so the
primitives will be the same as used by the Transport proto
col. Some alteration have been made in the architecture of
the bus interface and high level 3. Internally the busses
are converted to 8 bit wide.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In todays world there is a growing demand for communication
Just like the telephone network there is an international
network for data-communication between computers, terminals
and other digital equipment.
More and more large companies develop their own data-com
munication networks to face the demands in their plants. To
make data-communication between computers possible one has
to make standard agreements called a protocol. The protocol
contains rules about the communication.
The International Standards Organization (ISO) developed a
set of. communications protocols to cover a wide range of
requirements. They reach from the link level protocols (used
on the communication lines) up to the application level.
Almost all manufacturers have committed to conform their
implementations to the ISO protocols for Open System Inter
connection (OSI).
The base of this research project is the CCITT (the Interna
tional Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Commitee) de
fined X.25 recommendation which specifies the Interface
between DTE and the DCE of packet switching pUblic networks.
In current implementations it takes 2-Eurocards and more
than 100 kbytes of software to implement the X.25 protocol.
To handle the protocol for a number of users computerpower
like a Vax 750 is required. In this way the performance is
low. In the group EB a research project has been defined to
design a single chip capable of handling the X.25 protocol.
The project has resulted in a co-processor architecture
capable of handling the X.25 protocol. Because of incomple
teness and uncertainties of the protocol some functions are
not implemented in the co-processor but left to software
implementation. This report describes the software shell
around the co-processor hardware. This shell contains also
the device driver for the co-processor.
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2. TARGET

The goal of this project is to implement the X.25
in hardware. The hardware had to deal with the
requirements:

protocol
following

- Implementation of the three layers of the X.25 protocol.
The first two layers have to be implemented completely.
The third layer has to be implemented partly. Remaining
functions will be done by software running on the host
processor. This results in a co-processor together with
the level 3 software that should match with the Transport
layer of the CCITT recommendations.

- A complementary requirement is that the co-processor
should only occupy the system busses for a minimum of time
during data transfer.

- The co-processor should further be able to work as well in
a Motorola as in an Intel-environment, on the basis of an
8 or 16 bits wide data bus. This results in the need of a
special bus interface unit in the co-processor.

- Other important requirements are on chip test facilities.

- The co-processor should be implemented in a 40 pins pac
kage. This requirement results in a great deal of restric
tions in the implementation. The fact that test facilities
should also be implemented, requires several pins.

2.1. THE ARCHITECTURE.

In previous studies a concept has been developed on how the
co-processor should cooperate with a Host system. Both the
Host system and the co-processor will share an amount of
memory. There data that has been received from a remote
station, or which should be transmitted to a remote station
will be stored. (see fig.1 ) The communication between the
Host and the co-processor will also take place via shared
memory. If the Host wants to send a command to the co
processor, this command is written into shared memory and a
hardware attention signal is issued to the co-processor. The
co-processor on its turn will write the response in shared
memory and will initiate an interrupt to the Host. The X.25
protocol describes the capability of tha host system having
up to 4096 different users connected. In practice this will
be limited to about 30 - 40 different users, due to the
limited throughput of 48 kbaud (for X.25). Every connection
will occupy a logical channel through which the communica
tion takes place. Each logical channel will have its own
local administration which is stored in the channel-descrip
tor. This administration will also be stored in shared
memory. The co-processor will use 64 kbyte of the main

2
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memory of the host system. In case 40 users are active 60
kbytes of memory will remain for storage of data. with the
throughput of 48 kbaud this would result in ten seconds of
data storage. To minimize the time during which the co
processor occupies the busses for in or output of data, all
transfers are handled by a DMA-unit.
A Bus converter in the co-processor can work in both an Intel
or a Motorola environment and with an 8 or 16 bits data bus.

2.2. SHARED MEMORY

The "shared memory" will occupy 64k of the system memory and
can be mapped anywhere on a 64k boundary (see fig.2). The
co-processor will generate a 16-bit address. This will be
combined with a base address generated by the Host.
The 64k memory will be divided into buffers of 128 byte.
This size is chosen because all networks support a packet
size of 128 bytes. Buffers can be linked in case a bigger
packet size is used. This linking is done by writing the
pointer of the next buffer in the last two bytes of the
buffer that is being fil"led (see fig 3.).
A Buffermanager implemented in the software on the Host will
provide the co-processor with Empty buffers. All data which
should be exchanged between the Host and the co-processor
will first be stored into buffers. Then the pointers to the
buffers are transferred from Host to co-processor or vice
versa

4
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3. ISO-OSI SEVEN LAYER MODEL

X.25 is a subset of the seven layers of the ISO-OSI model.
This model provides a concept which serves as a reference.
The reference model has been layered as follows:

a) The Application layer
b) The Presentation layer
c) The Session layer
d) The Transport layer
e) The Network layer
f) The Data link layer
g) The Physical layer

(layer 7)\
(layer 6) I
(layer 5)/
(layer 4)\
(layer 3) I
(layer 2) I
(layer 1)/

Data processing
oriented functions

communication
oriented functions

The seven layers are illustrated in fig.4.
The layers will be described in reverse order:

- The physical layer provides the electrical connection to
transmit binary digits of information from higher levels
from one end of the link to another. Examples are V.24,
V. 35 and X. 21 .

- The link layer provides an error-free channel over the
error-prone layer beneath (the physical layer). It also
provides low level flow control. The seven layer model
expects that e.g. a subset of HOLe will be used as the
link layer for communication.

- The network layer is the layer which enables the operation
of different virtual circuits over one link layer handling
one physical connection between the network and the user.
Data of different users is multiplexed onto the link. The
network layer is also the level at which routing between
the communicating network users occurs. Each network relay
system implements the lower three layers.

- The transport layer is used to provide a simple end to end
transparent connection between two session entities with
out bothering them with details of routing, cost effecti
veness etc •. The transport layer is equipped to provide
various levels of 'quality of service'.

- The session layer is concerned with the activity manage
ment and the interaction management. The activity manage
ment is concerned with the provision of synchronization
markers which can be used to indicate different phases of
an application program. The interaction management con
trols who may send data at a given time. Each session
layer connection is mapped onto one transport layer con
nection.

- The
for
for
ter

presentation layer provides a common set of functions
the interpretation of data. Its functions may involve
example translation and representation of one charac
set into another.

6
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- The application layer provides the user with the service
they require. These can be divide~into two classes. One
which are user-provided application programs making use of
the communication subsystem and one which are predefined
applications which will be a standard part of the communi
cation sUbsystem like file transfer, file manipulations,
job transfer and manipulation, terminal access etc •.

3.1. THE X.25 LAYERS.

The X.25 protocol describes the first three layers of the
reference model for a packet switched network. In a packet
switched network messages are divideain packets to be tran
sported through the network. This means that the network
will handle each packet as a stand alone entity which has to
be transported. The packets are routed through the use of
logical channels. (see fig.5). One can have several logical
channels opened with different destinations.

The lowest layer of the X.25 protocol is the physical layer.
It defines the electrical and mechanical connection between
DTE (Data Terminated Equipment) and DCE (Data Circuit-termi
nating Equipment). The function of level 1 is to make an
electrical connection between DTE and DCE. X.25 uses the
X.21(bis) recommendation of the CCITT for the physical le
vel.

The second layer, the data link layer, provides a mechanism
for exchange of bywhiefi data messages across a data link, a
single physical circuit, from DTE to DCE. The link level
procedures define mechanismsby which the frames can be sent
and received. Furthermore error detection and correction by
means of retransmission and flow control is applied on data
transmission. The Link Access Procedure (LAP and LAPB Balan
ced) used is a subset of the High-Level Data Link Control
(HDLC) protocol.

The third layer, the packet layer, provides a mechanism to
multiplex several logical channels onto one physical link.
By means of time mUltiplexing each channel can transport its
information. In order that a single connection to an X.25
network may carry more than one logical channel at a time,
every packet has a 12-bit channel number in its header that
identifies the channel.
Each channel has to be opened before it can transport data
and has to be closed afterwards. Furthermore on each channel
flow control and packet retransmission can be applied. In
case a catastrophic event occurs a single channel can be
reset or all channels can be reset by a restart command.

8
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3.2. PACKET AND FRAME STRUCTURE

Frame structure:
A message is transmitted in a "frame" which is delimited
with a begin and an end flag (fig.6). These flags consists
of an unique sequence (01111110) that never will occur in
the data of any frame. The first two octets of data follo
wing the leading flag are defined in HDLC to be Address- and
Control-fields. The Address field can contain an "A" or "B"
value in case of a single link operation and a "C" or "D"
value in case of a multi-link operation. The control field
can have 3 different formats: an I, S or a~u frame format
(see appendix 1). After these fields an Information field
may follow, which will contain an integral number of octets,
agreed upon with the network service provider. The last 16
bits before the final flag of any frame is defined as a
Frame Check Sequence (FCS) used for error detection.

Packet structure:
The level 3 packets are transferred across the DCE/DTE
interface inside a level 2 I-frame. The first two octets of
a packet always consist of the General Format Identifier
(GFID, normally 0001): the Logical Group Number (LGN) and
the Logical Channel Number (LCN). The third octet contains
the packet type and in case of a data packet send and re
ceive numbers and the M-bit. The GFID includes two bits
which can be used by a higher level namely: the Q- and the
D-bit. The use of these bits will be explained later.

3.3. HARDWARE DECOMPOSITION

Because of the layered structure of the X.25 protocol this
same structure can be applied to the hardware architecture.
In this way the architecture can be decomposed, as a first
step into three main blocks: levell, 2 and 3. In earlier
studies all levels were split into receive and transmit
blocks. Level 2 and 3 also requir~ a management block. In
further discussion the management blocks will be related to
as the high levels. The functional architecture of the co
processor can be found in fig.7. High level 2 and high level
3 via dual-ported registers. One level has write access and
the other level read access.
The low level 2 receiver disassembles incoming frames into:

- an address field
- a control field

an information field, if present, is passed to low
level 3

- a FCS

The low level 3 receiver will strip the packet header from
. the packet and will:

10
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- pass the header to high level 3 for examination
- pass the data to the DMA-unit.

Any data transfer between the co-processor and the Host
system or vice verca is done via the DMA unit. In this way
time the co-processor occupies the busses can be kept to a
minimum. The DMA unit will write incoming data into shared
memory or read the data out of shared memory during trans
mission. During transmission of data low level 3 will accept
the data from the DMA unit. Low level 3 transmitter will add
a packet header, prepared by high level 3, to the data and
transmit it. The low level 2 transmitter will assemble the
fields mentioned above during the transmission of a informa
tion field (e.g. a packet) .
All incoming packets are first stored in shared memory
before being checked by high level 3. So there will be no
intermediate storage of data within the co-processor.
In the next paragraphs the high level 3 machine, the tran
sport layer (level 4) and the high level 3 software in the
Host will be described in detail. The other two levels are
done by B. v. Ooyen. A great part of the high level 3
development has been done in the master thesis of R.Luyten,
E.Schenkelaars and A.Klip. Because of changes of the high
level 3 machine this part has been redesigned and described
next. The low level 3 machine as well as the DMA unit remain
the same except for the databus width which is brought back
to 8 bits. The architecture can be found in Appendix 2 and 3.

3.4. WINDOW MECHANISM

·On the link connection (HDLC) as well as on each logical
channel (X.25 network layer) a window is defined. The window
is a part of the flow control described by the protocol. The
window size on the link connection indicates the maximum
outstanding I-frames. These are frames which have been
transmitted but not yet acknowledged. If this maximum has
been reached no frames may be transmitted anymore. In fig.8
this mechanism is illustrated for a link connection. The
lower and upper boundary of the window are indicated by
resp. N(r) and N(s). Because the connection is full duplex
two windows exists. Each side has to have an administration
of both windows. By means of N(s) the receiving side can
check the sequence of the frames. By means of N(r) the lower
boundary of the window of the other side is updated (acknow
ledgement of frames). A window mechanism exists on the link
layer, the packet layer and the transport layer. On the link
layer it is used for frame flow control. On the packet layer
it is used for packet flow control on each logical channel.
On the transport layer for the TPDU (Transport Protocol Data
unit) flow control which is END-to-END.
The window size of the link level may be 2 or 7 and on the
packet level a number between 2 and 8.

13
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3.5. X.25 USER-SETABLE BITS.

In case of the X.25 network layer, level 4 can make use of
some network functions. Thus it can offer some service to
the higher levels in case the transport protocol is poorly
or not implemented.
The X.25 has two bits in its header which can be set by a
higher level protocol. The X.25 protocol is slightly incon
sistent concerning these two bits.
These bits are respectively:

- Q-bit:
The Qualifier bit is used by a higher level protocol to·
distinguish data which ta,&.. intended for a user process ~
data which form~ part of the high level protocol itself. In
this way one can have transmission of two different flows: a
data flow and a control flow.
The Q-bit is used if a Host computer wants to install
parameters in a PAD (Packet Assembler Disassembler) of an
X.25 terminal user.

- D-bit:
The Delivery bit is used for delivery confirmation proce
dures in data and call set-up packets. The sending DTE
should set the D-bit to 1 if it wants an End-to-End acknow
ledgement of the delivery of data at the remote DTE. This is
accomplished through the sequence number Per) returned by
the receiving DTE. The per) can be in the header of a data
packet or a flow control packet. The sending and receiving
DTE's may be using different packet sizes. In that case the
network will see that a correct per) will be returned to the
originator.
The D-bit is onlyrused in class 1 of the transport protocol.
The use of the D-bit procedure will be explained in the next
example. Command packets have a higher priority as data
packets in the network. Consequently data packets can be
bypassed by command packets. If a user wants to clear the
connection, he has to be sure that all data has been re
ceived by the remote station. By setting the D-bit in the
last data packet the source can be assured that all data has
been received correctly.

15



4. HIGH LEVEL 3

High level 3 is the management unit of the packet level. The
administration which is related to the tasks of high level 3
will be stored in shared memory. In this way a lot of space
is saved on the chip (data of 3072 or more bits are stored
directly into memory). Level three software is also able to
work on this data.
What information has to be stored in the shared memory:

- state of every logic channel (houskeeping information)
(logic channel descriptor)

- the pointers to empty buffers so the co-processor can
fill them with received data. (empty buffer table)

- the transmit queue. The window of level 2 the maximum
of outstanding frames is seven. The packets sent within
this window have to be stored in a general transmit
queue to
make it possible for level 2 to retransmit these frames.
(transmit queue)

- to communicate with the Host a communication block is
required in the shared memory. (Communication registers)

- the protocol defines a higher priority for command
packets then for data packets. A channel which has to
transmit a command packet is stored in a priority queue
and will be handled first. (priority queue; contains
pointers to the channels with a command packet) .

Remark:
Schenkelaars developed the co-processor in a way that flow
control was done by the Host. This required two priority
queues: a high priority queue for flow control packets and a
low priority queue for the command packets. By making the
co-processor responsible for the flow control the Host is
relieved from this task. Now there is no longer need for a
high priority queue. Because the co-processor can immediatly
initiate a flow control packet, flow control is still
treated with highest priority.

The administration tables contain respectively:

- Channel-Descriptors which contain the state of
every logic channel, parameters and the receive
and transmit queues.
communication Registers which are used to communi
cate with the host (commands and responses).

- An Empty Buffer Table containing pointers to
buffers which can be filled with received data.

- A Transmit Queue containing eight packet descrip
tors of packets ready to be sent.

- Priority Queue 1>

16



Command packets will first be added to the Trans
mit Queue. If the priority queue is empty data
packets will be appended to the transmit queue.

These tables are all displayed in fig.9. This is a view of
the tables in a certain state when the co-processor is
active. The tables are stored in the lowest addresses of the
shared memory. This is shown in fig.10. The contents of the
tables are explained next.

4.1. THE CHANNEL DESCRIPTORS

A channel descriptor contains all information which is spe
cific for a certain channel. In fig.11 the primary items of
the channel descriptor are displayed. These are:

- receive queue + administration
- transmit queue + administration

Each queue can contain eight packets with their information.
This information consists of:

- packet pointer (pointer to a buffer in shared
memory) .

- the length of the packet
- the GFID of the packet; this contains the Q- and

the D-bit.
- the M-bit; the More dat~ bit

In the logic channel descriptor we distinguish two kinds of
-administrations about packets: data packets and command
packets. (all packet types are found in appendix 4) All
packets are treated as command packets except for the data
packets (see appendix 4). These command packets have a
higher priority then the data packets. If a command packet
has been received it will be transferred immediately to the
Host. To deal with command packets which have to be trans
mitted each channel has one priority field containing:

- the packet pointer (priority pointer)
- the packet length
- the GFID of the packet
- the packet type (command type) .

Through the priority queue (described further on) the co
processor is informed about the channels with a command
packet to be transmitted. These packets are first transfer
red to the transmit queue. Because there are more logic
channels which want to transmit data packets a scheduling
mechanism is required. In this design all channels, which
want to transmit data, are put in a chain of channels. The
packets will be send in a round-robin scheme. This means
that they all have equal priority. If a channel has transmi
tted all its data it is deleted from the chain. If a channel

17
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gets its first data packet this channel is inserted in the
chain. In fig.12a,b this is illustrated. In fig 12a channel
one has just transferred its last packet to the transmit
queue. At the same time the Host transfers the first packet
for channel 3 to the co-processor. In fig 12b channel 1 has
been removed from the chain and channel 3 has been inserted
in the chain. As can be seen from these drawings a chain
administration to create the chain is implemented in the
channel descriptor. The specified fields are:

- Next In Chain (a pointer to the channel which is
next-to-transmit data)

- Previous In Chain (a pointer to the channel which
has just-transmitted data)

- In Chain (a flag which indicates that this channel
is-in the chain)

Like mentioned before the administration of two windows have
to be maintained. Four parameters are required for this
administration:

- the send sequence number pes) next to transmit
- the send sequence number pes) next to receive
- the receive sequence number per) next to transmit
- the receive sequence number per) next to receive

Further parameters like window size and packet size of the
network connection are required. A complete list of the
contents of logic channel descrip~or is shown in appendix 5.

4.2 EMPTY BUFFER TABLE

Because the co-processor has to be able to store incoming
data a table of empty buffers is contained in the adminis
tration. This table occupies one buffer of the shared memory
and so can store 64 pointers to buffers. The information for
this table is kept in the following registers:

- Begin Empty Buffer Table
- End Empty Buffer Table
- # Empty_Buffers -

These registers are contained within the high level 3 mac
hine. This will be explained later. The receive process
consumes empty buffers by filling them with data. The Host
passes empty buffers to the co-processor which are appended
to the empty buffer table. This is done by the Append re
ceive buffer command initiated by the Host.

4.3. TRANSMIT QUEUE

Because level 2 has to be capable of retransmitting a packet,
a transmit queue is required. This queue can contain 8 packet
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headers, the pointers to the packets and the lengths of the
packets. Actual 7 would be enough but for convenience
(modulo 8 is easier) this is extended to 8. The fields of
the packet descriptor in the transmit queue contains:

- GFID/LCGN
- LCN
- PTI
- packet pointer
- packet length
- logical channel (this is a pointer to the logical

channel and makes it easy to remove the packet
from the transmit queue in the logical channel.)

The information of the transmit queue is also stored in
registers contained within the high level 3 machine:

- Begin Tr Queue
- End Tr Queue
- #_In_Tr_Queue

This is also explained later.

4.4. COMMUNICATION REGISTERS

The communication between the Host and the co-processor
takes place through the communication area. The communica
tion area is divided in a commmand- and a response table.
Each table contains five fields:

Command area:
- Gen Com General command field; used to indicate what

kind of action the co-processor has to take.
- Com Paraml: In this field a parameter can be passed to

the co-processor. The packet type, GFID and/
or M-bit in case of a packet.

- Com Point Contains the packet pointer if the command is
concerning a packet else this field is zero.

- Com_Length: contains the length of the packet concerned
else this field is zero.

- Com Chan The packet or Command is intended for the
logical channel indicated by this field. If
the command is not for a specific channel then
this field is zero.

The Host can put its commands in the command area only if
the Gen Com field is zero. This field acts as a busy/ready
status of the co-processor. The co-processor will clear this
field when it has completed the previous command. After the
Host has filled the command area it will generate a atten
tion signal for the co-processor.
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Response area:

- Resp_point :

- Resp_Length:
- Resp_Chan

contains the response code of the X-25 co
processor.

This field will contain the response infor
mation generated by the co-processor. If no
response information is available then it is
zero. It contains also the GFID in case of a"
command packet.
contains the packet pointer in case of a
command packet else this field is zero.
Indicates the length of the packet else zero.
Indicates the logical channel the response
refers to. If the response is not channel
specific then this field is zero.

The co-processor will only put a new response in the area if
the Resp_Code is zero. This field acts as a busy/ready
status of the Host. The Host is notified of every received
packet. A command packet is given to the Host through the
response area. A data packet is stored in the specific
channel, where the Host can collect it. After the co-proces
sor has filled the response area it will generate an in
terrupt for the Host. Two interrupt signals can be generated
by the co-processor. A low priority interrupt for e.g. to
notify the host of received data, and a high priority in
terrupt if the Host has to act immediately e.g. in case of a
restart. The commands from the Host concerning the transmis
sion of command packets, are combined in the primitive
Tx command. All command packets are treated as priority
packets. As a result command packets can bypass data packets
anywhere in the network. So one has to be sure that all data
packets have been received by the remote station before the
network connection is cleared. This can be accomplished in
setting the D-bit in the last data packet.
The primitives and parameters used between the co-processor
and the Host can be found in appendix 6.

4.5. PRIORITY QUEUE

As mentioned before a priority queue is required to indicate
that a channel has to send a command packet. For this queue
the following fields are reserved:

- a queue of max. 8 pointers to channel descriptors
which have commands packets to transmit.

- Begin Prio Queue
- End Prio Queue
- # Used Prio Point
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4.6. TABLE ADDRESSES

Resuming we can say that the sizes of these area's are as
follows:

- Th~ size of the communication fields and the priority
queue are given in appendix 7. Because they do not occupy
much memory and for convenience of addressing they have
been concatenated to the Transmit Queue. The Transmit
Queue contains eight packet-descriptors. Packets which
have been transmitted remains in this queue until they
have been acknowledged. Because only a window of seven is
possible, seven packets must be ready for retransmission.
For convenience eight packet descriptors have been imple
mented. One page (128 bytes of shared memory) has been
reserved for these area's.

- The Empty Buffer Table also occupies one page resulting in
64 pointers to empty buffers.

- Each Channel Descriptor has a size of 128 bytes (one
page). The logic channel number is converted into an eight
bit representation (CCCCCCCC in table 1). The representa
tion CCCCCCCC is used as the address bits 7 to 14 of the
16 bits address in shared memory. The TTTTTTT bits are
used to address the fields within the channel descriptor.
with this representation the co-processor can easily gene
rate the physical address of the channel descriptor. With
the eight bit representation 256 channels can be coded. In
this· way the physical address is generated by using the
representation as the page address. The two lowest pages
are used for the other administration area's. A total of
254 channels can be active. Together with the two pages
used for the administration this results in 32K of memory
remaining for data.

The sixteen bit base addresses of these items can be mapped
as follows ..

MSB LSB
Bits :15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00

Transmit Queue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S S S X X X
Communication 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 D D D D D D
Priority Queue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 P P P P P P
Empty Buffer T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 B B B B B B B
Channel Table 0 C C C C C C C C T T T T T T T

with SSS one out of the eight packet-descriptors can be
selected and with XXX each byte within the descriptor can be
addressed. SSS is generated by level 2. Its value is stored
in communication register 4 between High Level 2 and High
Level 3. The channel descriptors start on the third page.
By locating these registers in the high level 3 hardware
fast generation of the addresses of the administration

. area's is possible.
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5. LEVEL 2-LEVEL 3 COMMUNICATION

In the transmit queue all packet descriptors of packets
belonging to outstanding I-frames are stored. If the window
allows it level 2 will ask high level 3 for a new packet for
transmission. High Level 3 will then store the packet des
criptor of a new packet in the transmit queue and transfers
the header of the packet to the low level 3 transmitter. One
of the DMA-channels is loaded with the packet pointer. Low
level 3 will report to level 2 that the packet is available
after which level 2 starts the transmission. If a frame
should be retransmitted level 2 will ask high level 3 for
the corresponding packet. If an I-frame has been received
high level 3 will only receive the packet-header. High level
3 will check the header. From the status of low level 3,
high level 3 can see if the packet should be rejected
The primitives between High level 2 and High level 3 are:

HL2 ---> HL3

PRIMITIVE (PARAMETERs )

- Retr_Overflow (N2)

- Timer_overflow(Tl)

Frame_Rej (# Reject frames) This command is issued in
case a number of frames have
been rejected
This command indicates that
the packets up to the packet
descriptor number can be
removed from the transmit
queue. High level 3 will
update the Begin Tr Queue
pointer. - -
Through this command level 2
will ask for a new packet to
transmit. High level 3 will
add a new packet to the
transmit queue.
Level 2 has a built-in hard
ware timer. Each second high
level 3 has to update its
timers.
This command indicates that
maximum retransmission has
occured for a frame.
This command is issued if the
maximum time (Tl) has elapsed
between transmission and ack
nowledgement of a frame.

(1 sec)- Timer

- Pack Ackn
(last ackn. pack nUmb)
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HL3 ---> HL2

PRIMITIVE (PARAM... )

- Enable Level 2

- start connect

With this command high level
3 enables level 2 to accept
a link set-up call from the
remote station.
Level 2 is ordered to set-up
a link connection with the
remote station.

5.1. HIGH LEVEL 2 - HIGH LEVEL 3 COMMUNICATION SCHEME

This is implemented as follows: (Fig.13)
Between both levels some dual-ported registers are located
through which data will be transferred. All registers are
four bit wide. One bit serves as a flag. The flag is set by
level 2, to allow level 3 to read from or write into the
register. The flag is reset by level 3 after servicing the
status service request, indicating that level 2 again may
enter the register. In this way synchronization between the
two levels is realized.
All the flag bits are combined in an or gate. If one or
more flags are set, this will result in an attention from
level 2 to high level 3. High level 3 then polls the level
2 registers to see which one initiated the attention signal.
The attention routine of the specific register will next be
serviced and the corresponding flag will be reset.

The registers will contain:

- REJECT COUNT: This will contain
which have been rejected and so
(used for diagnostics). The flag
been rejected.
(Commun.reg.1)

the number of packets
have been retransmitted
goes high, if eight have

- PACK.ACKN./LAST ACKN.PACK.NUMB : The flag indicates that a
packet has been acknowledged and the register contains the
number of the packet.
(Commun.reg.2)

- 1 SEC. TIMER/K: The flag is set each second (timer for
level 3). The three bits represent the number of maximum
outstanding I-frames (K) set at initi~lisation by level 3.
Maximum of K is seven, mostly k is set to 2.
(Commun.reg.3)

- PACK.REQ./NEXT PACK.TO SEND: The flag indicates that a
packet can be transmitted by level 2. The three bit contain
the number of the next to transmit packet. This number is
the same as the number used in high level three namely the
SSS in the previous chapter. (Commun.reg.4)
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- MAX.RETRANSMISSIONS/N2: The flag indicates that the maximum
number of retransmissions (N2) , which is allowed for a
frame, has been reached. N2 is set at initialisation by
level 3.
(Commun.reg.5)

- MAX.TIMER/T1: The flag indicates that the maximum time (T1)
between transmission and acknowledgement of a frame has
been elapsed (also used for diagnostics). T1 is set at
initialisation by level 3.
(Commun.reg.6)

- ENABLE LEVEL 2/START CONNECTION : The enabling flag indi
cates that level 2 is allowed to accept a request to make
a logical connection. The start connection flag indicates
that level 3 wants a call set-up and that level 2 has to
take the initiative to do so. Two bits of this four bit
register are not used
(Connection register)

Two extra registers have been added to indicate if the chip
acts as a DCE or as a DTE.

- COMMAND ADDRESS:
- RESPONSE ADDRESS: Each of these registers contains a 4-bit

address. These addresses indicate that the chip behaves as
a DTE or as a DCE, as far as level 2 is concerned.
The only addresses used on the DCE-DTE link are the A and
B addresses. If the command-address contains an A then the
chip acts as a DCE. This means that the frames containing
commands transferred from the DCE to the DTE will contain
the address A and the command frames transferred from the
DTE to the DCE will contain the address B (see appendix 1).
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6. THE HIGH LEVEL 3 MACHINE

The high level 3 machine is the kernel of the level 3 mac
hine. This machine fulfils the main part of the work which
has to be done.
The tasks of the high level 3 machine which will use the
tables in shared memory are:

Handle the initialization; this is described later.

- Handle the link set-up; this is done by enabling level 2
after initialization.

- Inspect the header of the received packet

- Update the state of the channel(s)

- store the
appropriate
area's:

pointer and the length of the packet
place. This can be in one of the

in it-s
following

- Receive queue of the specific channel in case of a
data packet or

- The response area in case of a command packet.

- Generate a response to the host for every packet received.
This can be:

- data packet received.
- error.
- acknowledgement of transmitted packets.

All responses will be described later.

- Handle the commands given by the Host.

- Check if a channel may transmit a packet in it's present
state. If this is allowed then put the packet in the
transmit queue. The packet is fetched from:

the priority queue in case of a command packet
- the transmit queue of the next in chain channel

in case of a data packet.

Only one packet, ahead of the last outstanding packet in
the transmit queue, will be placed in the transmit queue.
The reasons to do this are:

- each time level 2 asks for a next packet to transmit
one is ready in the transmit queue.

- In case high level 3 has to transmit a flow control
packet the delay is atmost one packet.

If this delay is not allowed then a packet may only be
stored in the transmit queue at the same time level 2
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initiates a request.

- Fetch the next packet from the general transmit queue on
request of level 2. store the packet header in low level 3
and store the packet pointer in the "OMA read data address"
register. Level 2 will then take care of the transmission
of the packet.

High level 3 will check, if there are enough empty buffers,
every time the OMA-unit asks for a buffer.

6.1. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HIGH LEVEL 3 MACHINE

The High Level 3 machine is shown in figure 14.
The basic modules are:

- a micro-controller
- an ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit)
- a Next state Generator which checks the protocol
- some registers for fast address generation.

The micro-controller contains the micro-program which imple
ments the X.25 protocol packet layer functions.

The ALU is used for all the computations which have to be
done. An instruction set could be:

- add (modulo 8 and 128)
- subtract (modulo 8 and 128)

increment
- decrement
- compare
- shift (for multiplication etc.)

The next state generator is a piece of hardware used to
check if the protocol is handled correctly. It will use as
input the following information:

case
this
3

- old state

- type of channel

- packet status

Four bit which represent the
state of the channel. (P1-P7,
01-04, R1-R4). see appendix 8.
Three bit value which represents
the type of channel.
(PVC or VC and one-way/two-way
incoming /outgoing) .
This is the packet type in
no error has occured. Else
will contain the low level
status. Errors can be:

invalid packet type received
- packet shorter than 2 octets
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- packet shorter than 3 octets
- invalid channel number
- invalid GFID
- packet to long

This information is used to determine the following:

- NSG[action] In this four bit register
action to be taken by the
level 3 machine is stored.

the
high

- NSG[new state]

- NSG[diagn.]

- Error 1 - Error 4 These errors
will all be reported to the
Host. This is explained later

- Normal 1 - Normal 5
These actions indicate the
different phases of the packet
layer (app.8) namely:

- Nl = reset phase
- N2 = restart phase
- N3 = call set-up phase
- N4 = data transfer phase
- N5 = call clear phase

On the reception of a packet the
actual state of the channel can
be changed. The new state is
stored in this register.

If an error has occured a diag
nostic code is generated for the
Host. This is used for statistics
and recovery purpose.

out the logical
updating, recei-

The registers will contain pointers to the administration
area of the co-processor in shared memory. The reason that
these registers are implemented in the high level 3 machine
is that the information contained in these registers is
often used in computations or address generations. The
function of the registers will be explained next:

- Active Channel
One register has been reserved to point
channel which at that time is active for
ving or transmitting.

- Next In Chain
All -channels that want to transmit data-packets have been
combined in a Round Robin list ( equal priority). Each
channel descriptor has two pointers to point to it's
neighbours. To remember which channel is next in turn to
have a data packet stored in the transmit queue, a regis
ter Next in Chain is included in the High Level 3 machine.
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- Begin Tr Queue
- End Tr Queue
- # In Tr Queue

The -begin of the transmit queue is updated as soon as
level 2 initiates the command Pack Ackn(last ackn. packet
number). The end of the transmit-queue is updated as a
packet descriptor is added to the transmit queue. A packet
may be added as long as the number of packets in the
transmit queue is less than 8. The packet, contained in
the transmit queue, which will be transmitted next will be
determined by level 2. Level 2 can transmit a new packet
or decide to retransmit an old, not acknowledged, packet
of the transmit queue.

- Begin Empty Buffer Table
- End Empty Buffer Table
- # Empty Buffers -
- Point Pack Point

In fIgure- 15 the empty buffer administration is drawn
together with two of the DMA registers. The DMA-unit will
always have two empty buffers ready to fill with data. In
the drawing the DMA-unit has already filled two buffers
and is filling a the third one. These buffers are linked
together.
A register is used to denote the start address of the
packet. This register, the Point Pack_point, addresses
indirect the beginning of the packet. It is actually a
copy of the Begin Empty Buffer Table register before a new
packet is received. Each time a packet end is received the
packet pointer is added to the specific channel.
Level 2 or level 3 can reject a packet after it has been
received. As a result level 3 has to reinstall the buffers
occupied by this packet in the Empty Buffer Table. Because
the first buffer used by the incoming packet is known, all
buffers can be reinstalled.
On a reject the DMA-unit must release both buffers and ask
for two new ones. In this way no empty buffers can get lost.

- LIC Lowest Incoming Channel
- HIC Highest Incoming Channel
- LTC Lowest Two-way Channel
- HTC Highest Two-way Channel
- LOC Lowest Outgoing Channel
- HOC Highest outgoing Channel

(uni-directional)
(uni-directional)
(bi-directional)
(bi-directional)
(uni-directional)
(uni-directional)

The boundaries (LIC,HIC,LTC,HTC,LOC,HOC) are agreed with
the network administration (PTT). During initialization
these registers will be filled, and will not be changed
during operation. The terms Incoming, Two-way and outgoing
stands for the way a connection may be set-up. The data
flow is always bidirectional.
With the values placed in these registers High Level 3 can
compute the pointer to the correct channel descriptor in
shared memory.
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The mapping of the channel numbers onto the descriptors is
shown in fig(16). The mapping is one to one until HIC.
After HIC we get a gap of unused channel numbers. Another
gap exists between HTC and LOC. If the Highest and Lowest
channel number from each group are known, the mapping can
be computed with the following algorithm:

If (LOC <= Ch numb) and (Ch_numb <= HOC) Then
cccccccc =-Ch numb - LOC + HTC - LTC + HIC + 2 + 2;

If (LTC <= Ch numb) and (Ch_numb <= HTC) Then
cccccccc =-Ch numb - LTC + HTC + 2 + 1;

If Ch numb <= HIC Then
cccccccc = Ch numb + 2

Else error;

CCCCCCCC is the eight bit binary pointer value and 2 the
offset to the Base-pointer.
This computation is possible because the PTT will give suc
cessive channel numbers if the channels belong to the same
group.
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7. BUS INTERFACE

As mentioned in the beginning the Bus interface is some what
more complex due to the several tasks it has to deal with.
It has to adopt the co-processor to the Motorola- as well as
to the Intel-concept. So it has to be able to work with the
6809, 68000, 8088, 8086, 80286, 80386, micro-processors. The
fact that the co-processor has to be implemented in a 40
pins package demands an implementation with multiplexed bus
ses.

The Tasks the Bus Interface has to fulfil are:

- generate the external signals for Motorola as well as for
Intel depending on the system configuration.

- Handle the internal command and status signals for the
DMA-unit in case of an external 8 or 16 bits data bus.

- Map the external bus on a internal 8 bit data bus.

- Handle the multiplexing of the busses.

The last point is simply implemented by connecting the data
and the address-registers to the same output Bus. To deal
with both micro-processor architecture is more complex.
Internally the busses will be 8-bit. A 16 bit register is
required as in/output register. This enables the bus inter
face to control the data bytes in case of a 16 bit data bus.
Also the addresses can be transferred directly to the out
put pins.
Normally the DMA-unit will generate all timing ana control
signals. with both architecture, which have to be implemen
ted, all signals will first be handled by a pre-programmable
bus interface-unit. (see fig.17).
In this way a flexible implementation is realized and the
bus interface can be changed in case the chip has to work in
another architecture.
The bus interface has the following in and output signals:

- internal 8 bits bus.
- external 8- or 16 bits bus.
- external control signals for Motorola or Intel.
- internal control signals for the DMA-unit.
- system configuration input signals.

At initialization the system configuration signals will be
read from the data bus. They will be stored into the
Sys_Config register on receiving a ready signal from the
Host. This enables the bus interface to initiate the correct
output signals to the environment.
The internal registers, connected to the DMA-bus are all 16
bits. These registers are divided in two 8 bits registers:

. HBR and LBR (resp. High-and Low-order Byte Register) .
The external functions can be divided into:
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- read or write.
- Motorola or Intel system
- 8 or 16 bits data bus

In appendix 9 all possibilities are
obvious that the bus interface needs
item is handled in reading or writing
different items are:

- a word
- two bytes
- one byte to or from even address

- one byte to or from an odd address

shown. This makes it
to know what kind of
an item to memory. The

{in case of 16 bits
data bus}

{idem}

The data transfer between the DMA-unit and the bus interface
depends on the external data bus width. Two possibilities are
available to do the data transfer:

- always transfer the low order byte first and than
the high order byte.

- or the bus interface can generate two internal
control signals:

- Write/Read LB
- Write/read HB

The last implementation, which is chosen, is preferred
because the cycle time is always the same. Fig.18 shows all
input and output signals of the bus interface controller
and the data-path. The internal signals, which are required
as input, are:

from the sys. config. reg.: - 8/16 bits external data bus
- Motorola/Intel environment

from the DMA-unit: - Address transfer
- Data transfer
- write /read
- transfer of 1-byte odd/even, 2

bytes or word
- ready signal that data has

been read

If address and data transfer are inactive
interface stays inactive. If one of the two
then the bus interface can request the busses
The internal output signals are:

then the bus
becomes active
from the host.

to the DMA-unit:

to the mUltiplexer:

- UDS (Uper Data Strobe)
- LOS (Lower Data Strobe)

- Upper/Lower U/L
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The output signals of the bus interface to the system will
be:

Intel I/O Motorola

so 0 R/W
BHE 0 HDS
Ready I DAckn
HReq I/O BR / BGAckn
HAckn I BG
Ale 0 AS
AO 0 LDS

In Intel mode the chip has to work with an 8288 bus control
ler. This was done to spare pins on the chip (no need for
DEN, DT/R)
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8. OUTLINE.

All parts which co-operate with the high level 3 machine,
are drawn in fig.19 to get a better view of the co-processor
architecture. Two busses are implemented in the architec
ture. One is used by the high level 3 machine to communi
cate with high level 2, low level 3 and the DMA-unit.
The other is controlled by the DMA-unit and is used to
exchange incoming or outgoing data between the low level 3
and shared memory. Data of high level 3 is also transfer
red by the DMA-unit. Both busses are 8 bit wide to save
space on the chip. The bus interface will generate the
correct output signals to the host system.

8.1. PIN COUNT

In this stage of the project a pin count can be made. Almost
all pins are known, except for the pins required for the
test facilities. A lot of effort is made to keep the
number of pins as low as possible:

- The busses have been mUltiplexed.
- The system configuration pins have been removed.

Instead the system configuration is stored in an
internal register at initialization.

- Like mentioned in the previous chapter DEN and DT/R
are left out.

This results in the following pin count:

- 6

- 6

2
- 4

for the modem connections:
- S: signal timing (clock)
- G: data on transmit line
- T: transmit line
- I: data on receive line
- R: receive line
- G: signal ground

for the cristal
for the power supply. This is chosen excessive
because it could be necessary to connect the
power on more than one pin to the chip. It can
be difficult to wire the power through the
entire chip from only one pin.

- 1 : to reset the chip (hardware reset)
address / data bus
for the attention line from the Host
for the interrupts to the Host ( High and Low
priority interrupt ).
for the control/timing signals. Actual seven
but one is mUltiplexed with the address field.

- 16:
- 1
- 2

This results in a total of 38 pins. This leaves two pins
. which can be used for the test facilities.
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9. INITIALIZATION

At power-up the co-processor has to reset a few registers
and initialize others. Some of the internal registers of the
high level 3 machine have to be reset:

- Nxt In Chain because no channels are in chain
- Act-Chan there are no channels yet
- BegIn Tr Queue
- End Tr Queue
- # In Tr Queue
- #=Empt_Buf

a few of the registers can be initialized by the co-proces
sor without getting any information from the host namely:
because the administration is always placed in the beginning
of the shared memory.

- Begin Empt Buf Table {start address of the empty
- - - buffer table at initializa-

tion}
- End_Empt_Buf_Table {address where the pointer of

the next to append empty
buffer can be placed}

At this point the co-processor has to wait for a ready
signal given by the host. This indicates that a data byte
can be read from the system databus.
The host will wait for some time, after power up, to allow
the co-processor to reset and initialize its registers. In
the meantime the host will initialize the logical channels.
All parameters, of the logical channels, are set to zero
except:

- Type Of Channel
- Logic Channel Numb
- State-Of Channel
- Packet SIze
- window-Size
- Destination_Address (in case of PVC)

The parameters stored in a channel descriptor are listed
in appendix 5.
The host will store the Base-address of the shared memory in
an external register.
The first information the co-processor has to receive is the
system configuration. The system configuration is contained
in the first byte the co-processor will read from the data
bus. Because the co-processor does not yet know if it works
in a Motorola or in an Intel environment it can not generate
the correct control signals. The system configuration byte
will contain this information. This byte is stored in an
external register at the bus interface .. The rest of the
parameters co-processor requires are read from the begin
ning of the administration area. This is where the transmit
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queue is located normally. These parameters are the chan
nel boundaries LIC,HIC,LTC,HTC,LOC and HOC and the parame
ters for level 2:

- Command Address
- Response Address
- Window Size (k)
- Maximum Retransmissions N2
- Maximum Timer Tl
- Maximum Frame length Nl

The first two parameters of level 2 determine if the chip
acts as DCE or as DTE. The only addresses used on the DCE
DTE link are the A and B addresses.
All these parameters can be stored in the first twelve bytes
of the shared memory and read by the co-processor after
the system configuration is known.
A buffer manager is available in the Software running on
The Host. It organizes the buffers required by the co
processor, the level 3 software and the transport layer.
The last two will be described later. The level 3 software
and the transport level have to ask for buffers which they
need for storage of data.
The buffer manager will have an amount of buffers available
namely; 64k divided by the buffer size minus the first few
buffers used by the co-processor for the administration.
The co-processor will, after going operational, request buf
fers so incoming data can be stored.
The co-processor will only ask for two buffers. This is
because the DMA unit always wants to have two empty buffers:
one to fill with incoming data and the second to link to the
first one in case the packet is longer than the 128 byte
buffer length.
After receiving these buffers from the Buffermanager, High
Level 3 can enable High Level 2. At power-up the first bit
of the connection register must be reset automatically.
After initialization of Level 2, High Level 3 can enable
High Level 2 by setting this first bit.
It must be reset at initialization because it could come up
as a logical "1" which causes level 2 to assume that level 3
is ready. It is assumed that Level 2 is ready with initia
lization at the time High Level 3 enables it. At this
moment the chip is fully operational and both sides can set
up a connection.
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10. FUNTIONS IMPLEMENTED IN THE CO-PROCESSOR OF HARDWARE

To determine what tasks, of the packet level, have to be
written in software on the host, all tasks implemented in
the co-processor hardware will be listed:

- The co-processor handles the administration of all
channels.

- Incoming data is checked, stored into buffers, and ad
ded to the administration of the correct logical chan
nel. Only the packet type of each packet is examined
by the co-processor because this can change the state
of the specific channel. All incoming packets are re
ported to the Host.

- Packets received from the Host will be transmitted.
- Protocol commands given by the Host are~checked ~.
- Flow control is active for each channel. The co-proces-

sor will, if required, generate and transmit Receiver
Ready (RR) and Receiver Not Ready (RNR) packets.

- Error recovery is accomplished through retransmission.
In all other cases, errors are reported to the Host.

If these tasks are compared with the X.25 protocol one can
observe that not all functions are implemented in hard
ware. Actions, which have to be taken in case of errors are
not fully implemented in the co-processor itself.
The reason for this is that:

- Some ~unction are not supported by all Networks.

- Actions taken on an event can differ from Network
to Network.
For instance: wrong pes) received;
Actions can be: - Reject packet

or - Reset channel

Splitting of messages into packets and the reassembling
packets into messages is not done by the co-processor
either. These functions must be implemented in the high
level 3 software on the Host.
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11. HOST TASKS

As mentioned in the previous chapter the remaining
functions are implemented in software running on the Host
processor.
In this chapter we will discuss all the functions the Host
system has to accomplish. In using the X.25 co-processor to
create a X.25 communication station, the Host has to fulfil
the following tasks:

1) Creating network connections with other DTE's, by giving
commands to the co-processor.

2) Assigning the users to the opened network-connections.

3) If necessary construct a priority in handling messages
from different users.

4) Level 3 error recovery. This means that errors repor
~ed to the host have to be handled correctly. Recovery
will normally occur by retransmitting packets, reset
logical channels or restart the processor.

5) In case of reset or restart handle reassignment and
resynchronization of the connection.

6) Segmentation of messages into packets.

7) Initialisation of the co-processor. (administration)

8) Facility negotiation for each network connection.

9) Memory (buffer) management of the 64 Kbyte of memory re
quired by the co-processor.

The tasks mentioned above, can be divided into four parts

a) The buffer management: A buffer manager will release buf
fers and add released buffers on request of the level 3
software or the transport layer.

b) Task 8): Facility negotiation on each Network Connection
is a procedure that belongs to level 3 as well as level 4.
That's why it is explained independently of these levels.

c) The Transport layer: this is layer 4 of the ISO-OSI model
(see fig. 4 page 7) and is the layer above the network
layer. The X.25 network layer is the last layer implemen
ted in the co-processor architecture.
The tasks 2), 3) and 5) are contained in the transport
protocol. Following the international standards it is
assumed that the layer, implemented in software, above
the X.25 protocol, will be referenced to the Transport
protocol.
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d) The level 3 software: This is implemented on the Host.
Task 1),4), 6) and 7) are all functions which have to be
implemented in the level 3 software. A further require
ment is that the level 3 software together with the co
processor have to act as the network layer as layed down
in the ISO-OSI model. In this way the transport layer can
easily be implemented above the X.25 protocol.
The overall picture of the software in fig.20 shows how
these tasks are interconnected.

Data, which should be transported between level 4 and level
3, is placed in buffers and the pointers are transferred
between the two layers.
The transport protocol will use as data entity the TPDU
(Transport Protocol Data Unit). The size of the TPDU can be
the size of a sector on a harddisk or the size of a standard
file that has to be transmitted. This size is independent of
the packet size used on the network connection. Because all
networks around the world are supporting a packet size of
128, a buffer size of 128 byte has been defined. As a result
level 3 has to split the TPDU's of level 4 into packets of
128 byte see fig.21. To split the TPDU's level 3 will use
the M-bit.

- M-bit:
The More-data bit can be used in the data transfer mode . It
is contained in the third byte of the data packet. It is
used by the network to indicate if successive packets are
related. For instance when the sending DTE has a packet size
of 256 byte and the receiving DTE a packet size of 64 byte,
the network will divide the packets coming from the sending
DTE into a number of packets with a maximum length of 64
bytes. To express the relationship the M-bit is set to one
in the first three incoming packets and set to zero in the
last one. The M-bit is used by the level 3 software to
recombine the packets to its original message or to split
TPDU's into packets.

Because level 4 will have data of the size of a TPDU, it has
to ask for several buffers at the same time. This implemen
tation is a local matter and is not described by the Trans
port protocol. To connect the two layers level 4 has to
implement some procedures which depend on the local imple
mentation. The local procedures of the layers will be de
fined by discussing the command flow of the protocols.

The four main tasks in the software will be explained
further in the next chapters in the same order as above.
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11.1. THE BUFFERMANAGER.

The BUffermanager's task is to divide 64K of the memory,
which is used for the communication, into buffers of 128
bytes in length. During initialization the BUffermanager
will receive the number of Buffers occupied .by the co
processor for its administration. Figure 10 shows that the
first few buffers are used permanently by the co-processor.
The number of buffers used for the channel descriptors
depends on the number of channels that have been rented from
the P.T.T. On request of the level 3 software or the Trans
port level, the buffermanager will release the requested
buffers. Level 3 software will provide the co-processor with
Empty buffers. The co-processor will request buffers only if
it has less than 2 buffers available ( see high level 3).
The request of the co-processor has to be treated as high
priority. In all other cases the co-processor will get its
empty buffers from level 3 software.
The co-processor can have a maximum of 64 empty buffers. The
number of empty buffers depends on the amount of channels
that are open and on the packet length of each channel. The
degree of file transport will also influence this amount.
This factor can always be obtained from higher levels. From
these parameters level 3 can calculate the optimum number of
bUffers, which is dynamic, the co-processor should have
available. If the co-processor or the Transport level have
used the buffer for its purpose they will return it to the
BUffermanager. Should there be no buffers left" then the
caller will be added to a waiting list and the request will
be rewarded as soon as an empty buffer is available.

11.2. FACILITIES

The Facilities can be divided into two classes namely:

1) Facilities assigned for an agreed contractual period.
2) Facilities assigned on a per-call basis.

Appendix 10 shows all facilities of these two classes. The
facilities of the first class are agreed with the PTT and
will stay fixed for a long time. The facilities of the
second class can be different for each logical channel. At
call set-up this is negotiated. If we take a closer look at
the facilities we can deduce that level 3 can not initiate
the request for a facility. The information about the re
quested facilities has to come from a higher level. The
assigned facilities will be stored in level 4 of the DCE: At
call set-up negotiation is possible for the flow control
parameters: window- and packet size. These parameters are
essential for the co-processor because they influence the
network connection. If they differ from the default values
the level 3 software will install them in the specific
channel descriptor.
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11.3. Transport Layer.

The task of the transport layer is to transport data trans
parent between two Transport service-users. Layer 4 is the
last communication oriented layer. The Transport Service is
mainly concerned with the provision of extra quality of
service over that provided by the network service. The
Transport service in particular is intended to make it
possible to optimize the use of the network layer, with
regard to its tariff structure, the requirement of higher
level applications for different throughputs error rates,
reliability or data security.
The functions of the transport layer can be pointed out
briefly. The transport layer has to be able to:

- Request network connections from the network layer.

- Map transport addresses onto network addresses.

- Multiplex more than one transport connection onto one
network connection.

- Split one transport connection onto mUltiple network con
nections if a higher throughput or reliability is required

- Establish, maintain and release transport connections.

- Provide sequence control on all individual connections.

- Provide error detection and recovery. This takes place on
base of End to End procedures.

- Provide flow control on individual connections. This can
be accomplished by back-pressure flow control, using the
flow control of level 3, or explicit flow control. This is
flow control on level 4 based on windowing techniques.

- Provide an expedited data transfer possibility. This means
that this data is not stopped by level 4 flow control.
Mostly this is used to give a command to the remote party.

Some remarks can be made on these functions:
Concerning the function mUltiplexing the number of transport
connections to be mapped onto a network connection is li
mited by the total throughput required and the throughput on
level 3 available. If there is not enough throughput, then a
supplementary network connection is set up. MUltiplexing can
not rely on back-pressure flow control because this relies
on the level 3 flow control mechanism. This would stop all
transport connections using the same network connection.
consequently, explicit flow control is required.
If flow control is active on a level 3 network connection
then all level 4 messages are stopped including the level 4

. explicit flow control messages. As alternative level 3 has
also the possibility to over-ride any level 3 flow control,
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that may be in progress, by means of an interrupt packet.

11.3.1. CLASSES OF SERVICE

The level of improvement in the quality of service provided
depends on the particular class of Transport protocol which
has been requested from one of the five classes. The
functions of the Transport layer have been organized into
classes and options. A class defines a set of functions
while options define those functions within a class which
mayor may not be used. The classes are defined as:

- Class 0 - simple class; only adds extra addressing capabi
lity.

- Class 1 - Basic error recovery class; adds sequence
numbers to all messages so that recovery from Network
level resets or disconnects is possible using a Transport
level Reject message to elicit re-transmission as in LAPB
and X.25.

- Class 2 - Multiplexing class; does not provide error reco
very but provides for several Transport level connections
to be multiplexed onto a single network connection for
instance one can mUltiplex 50 transport level calls down
10 Network level connections.

- Class 3 - Error recovery and mUltiplexing class combines
the functions of class 1 and 2.

- Class 4 - Error detection an recovery class, by adding a
checksum as well as a sequence number errors can be detec
ted and recovered. This class also uses splitting and
mUltiplexing. By splitting a greater throughput can be
realized by allocating a single Transport connection to
several Network level connections.

These classes contain basic functions which are common to
all of them. These basic functions are:

- assignment of a network connection to carry the connec
tions

- the establishment of transport level connections.

- the possibility of refusing an incoming transport connec
tion request.

- the release of connections

- the transmission of data and its segmentation if the data
unit is larger than the agreed TPDU length.
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- the handling of protocol errors.

One should notice that the higher classes are not simply
supersets of the lower classes.

Class 0 is designed to be compatible with the CCITT protocol
S 70 which defines the operation of Teletex terminals. It
provides only the functions required for connection esta
blishment with negotiation, data transfer with segmenting
and protocol error reporting. Class 0 uses the flow control
of the network service and the network disconnection to
close a transport connection.

Class 1 and 2 are suitable for operation over an X.25 net
work in which error free virtual circuits are provided. The
mUltiplex facility can be used to optimize the cost when
there are several calls for the same Network destination.

Class 3 can be used if error recovery and mUltiplexing is
required. Error recovery is nothing but a simple retransmis
sion of messages which went wrong or were lost.

Because class 4 adds extra checksums to every message it is
not very appropriate to use it over an X.25 Packet-switched
network. X.25 network itself uses Cyclic Redundancy Checks
(CRC) to see that data is correctly transmitted. So it would
be redundant to apply it also in level 4, unless it would
result in a more reliable connection. Since every character
in a message needs to be scanned implementing another
checksum would be quite expensive. This class is more inten
ded to operate above an error-ridden network. One should
notice that level 4 commands have always End-to-End signifi
cance.

11.3.2. REQUESTED NETWORK SERVICE.

If the Transport Protocol is to operate correctly it demands
some service from the Network level. The service the Trans
port layer requires are:

- The means to establish, maintain and release network
connection.

- The transparent transfer of packets between two Transport
layers.

- The correct sequencing of all packets.

- Flow control on Network level.

- The Transfer of Expedited data. This is transported within
an interrupt packet.
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- Notification of errors, that occur and possible actions
level 3 has taken, to level 4 so level 4 can take the
appropriate action .

- The means to reset every logical channel individual.

These are the services level 4 demands from the network
level. In the case of the X.25 protocol, there is another
service which can be used by level 4. This is the restart
facility, which is an extension of the reset facility, by
which all channels can be reset. This command is unknown to
level 4 and can be simulated by level 3 by initiating a
reset on all network connections, to level 4. Information is
transferred to and from the network service provider in the
network service primitives listed in appendix 11. ( These
are the primitives defined by the transport protocol).
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12. LEVEL 3 SOFTWARE

Level 3 software has to communicate with three other layers:

- the co-processor
- the transport layer
- the buffermanager.

The communication with the buffer-manager is limitted to the
request and return of buffers. The communication and the use
of primitives with the other two layers will be described
next.

12.1. CO-PROCESSOR PRIMITIVES.

The communication between the Host and the co-processor
takes place through the communication area.
The primitives used between the co-processor and the level 3
software can be found in appendix 6.
Most primitive exchanges between level 3 and level 4 result
in a command to the co-processor to transmit a packet, or
have their origin of receiving a packet. This mapping of the
exchange of primitives between level 4 and the co-processor
is done by the level 3 software and is displayed in appendix
8. A few primitives, of the co-processor, are left which are
still not decribed. Some of them are a result of the local
implementation while others belong to the protocol functions
implemented in the level 3 software. These primitives will
be described along with their expected action. Discarding
packets is done by the co-processor while the sending of
packets is initiated by level 3 software.

Responses co-processor --> L3Soft.

Protocol primitives (parameters ... )

Error1 (Diag. #36 or 40)
packet with incorrect GFI
or unassigned logical
channel is received

Error2 (Diag. code)
incorrect packet received
in the restart phase (R2 or R3)

Error3 (Diag. code, channel nUmber)
incorrect packet received
in the packet level phase (R1)

Error4 (Diag. code, channel nUmber)
incorrect packet received
in the data transfer phase (P4)
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Action

discard packet and
send diagnostics.

discard packet and
if #36 then send #36
else send restart + #
{error(R3) }

discard packet and
if #36 then send #36
else send discard + #
{error(P7) }

discard packet and
send reset request + #
{error(D3)}



UnImp Com
Host tried to give an
unimplemented command

Ackn Data (# packets, channel number) the buffers occupied by the
packets are returned to the
buffermanager and the
register Begin Tr Queue is
updated - -

check PTI else error(p7)
send clear request + #

Time Out (Diag. code) check diag. and state of
channel. initiate preferred
action. see table D-2/X.25

Local implementation prim (param's.)

1 Rec Buf Left

No Tr Pnt (channel number)

No Prio Pnt

Rec Buf Ovf

Beh Paramo ( ....••.. )

Commands L3Soft.--> co-processor

Protocol Primitives (parameters)

Action

Request buffer for the co
processor. (High priority)

wait until packets are
acknowledged. level 4
will not get accept.

see previous response.

No more receive buffers
should be given to the
co-processor. Check
calculation of #.

Gives the behaviour parameter
to check the working of the
chip {These parameters have
not yet determined}

Action

Reset Channel

Restart

(channel number) co-processor resets channel

all channels are reset

Local implementation prim (param's)

Add_Rec_Buf (empty buffer pointer)

Ask BHVR Param
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Action

buffer is added to the
empty buffer table.

The behaviour parameters
will be given to the host.



Remarks:
The co-processor will generate all diagnostic codes by means
of the next state-generator. These codes are deduced from
the redbook X.25 protocol appendix C. It is noted that these
are the actions taken by the DCE. A DTE has to treat errors
in exactly the same way.
with the response ACKN-data the co-processor gives acknow
ledged data packets back to Level 3 Software. Along with
this response the number of packets, which should be re
moved, is given as parameter. Level 3 Software will remove
these pointers and give the buffers back to the buffermana
ger. Hereafter Level 3 Software will update the pointer
"Begin - TR - Queue". In this way all pointers are removed
before new ones are written and no buffers will get lost.
Level 3 Software will also update the pointer II Begin - Rec
- Queue ll , as soon as the data is handed over to level 4.
Level 3 Software is able to see that no more data packets
can be accepted by the co-processor for that specific chan
nel. Should level 3 have an error then the co-processor
will warn it by the responses no-TR-PNT or nO-Prio-PNT. The
Host can ask a status report from the co-processor through
the command Ask BHVR Paramo
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12.2. LEVEL 3 - LEVEL 4 COMMUNICATION.

In this chapter all network service primitives, used by the
transport protocol, are treated in sequence to set-up a
connection, transport data and to release a connection. In
fig.22 a NC (Network Connection) is requested by the trans
port protocol.

Level 4 level 3 softw.jhardw. Line

NCRq(TC,DA,SA,PA)--------->
ICheck PVCs for DA
land facilities
IMap TC on LC
I

Case PVC <---------- Call Req. ------------>
NCConf(TC,RA,PA)

Call Conf <----------
Set Parm's

NCConf(TC,RA,PA) <---------

Incom Call <-----------
I
I

NCInd(LC,DA,SA,PA) <---------
I

Map DA on TC I
Store LC for I
response I

I
NCResp(LC,TC,RA,PA)--------->

IMap TC on LC
ISet Parm's
I

Call Accept --------->

Figure 22: Network connection set-up
primitive exchange.

To recognize the response to this request level 4 will
choose a TC, which stands for a Transport Connection and
expresses a number, and adds it to the NCRQ command. TC has
only local significance and relieved level 4 from having to
know what kind of LC (logical channel) will be used. The TC
is always chosen by level 4, also in case of an incoming
packet, which will be described later. The choice of the

. logical channel is a level 3 procedure. Level 3 software
will have a table in which the PVC, with their DA (Destina-
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tion Address), are noted and the amount of each channel type.
If a NC is requested with the same DA as a PVC and the
parameters match, then this PVC is chosen and the confirma
tion command is issued to level 4. If this is not the case
then on the first free logical channel,if not one way out
going, a CR (Call Request) packet is sent.
On receiving of an ~ncoming call packet level 3 software
will add the LC to the NCI command for level 4. Level 4 will
choos a TC and will return LC in the Ilresponse ll , so level 3
can map TC on LC.
This is the only case in which level 4 will get an LC handed
over. The response contains the accepted parameters which
the responder- and initiator level 3 can set for the channel
specified.

After receiving a NC with the intended destination level 4
can set-up the Transport Connection from user to user by
packing the level 4 command in a level 3 data packet. In the
figure 23 one can see the data primitive between level 4 and
level 3.

Level 4 level 3 softw./hardw. Line

NDRq(TC,D-bit,p~)--------->

ITC--->LC
I

DTEData ------------>
0=0

{local} per) via <---------
RR,RNR or
Data packet

NDAckInd(TC)

{End to End}

<---------

D=l
per) via <-----------
RR,RNR or I
Data packet I

LC--->TC I

TC--->LC

NDInd(TC,D-bit,P~) <--------
I

Case 0=1 I
I

NDAckRq(TC) -~------>

DCEData
0=0

LC--->TC

DTEData

<-----------
per) via ------>

I
I

------------>
Figure 23: Data primitive exchange.
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In the NDR command level 4 can set the D-bit for End-to-
. End acknowledgement on the network level. If D=O then

acknowledgement between DTE and DCE is active. No NDAckInd
will be initiated to level 4 by level 3, nor will level 4
initiate a NDAckRq. Level 4 will have its own End-to-End
acknowledgement. It is recommended to use the D-bit proce
dure in the call set-up procedure to check if it is suppor
ted. If a data packet is received with the D-bit set then
acknowledgement through per) must be retained until level 4
initiates a NDAckRq command.
A local mechanism must be developed to control the amount of
data packets which level 4 can give to level 3. For each
channel an amount of 8 packets can be stored in the admini
stration of the co-processor. If this amount has been rea
ched then level 4 must be stopped in giving packets to level
3. This can be accomplished in defining one new command
between level 3 and level 4 namely:

Accepted (TC)

This command indicates that the TPDU given by level 4 is
accepted by level 3. As long as level 4 doesn't receive this
command it is not allowed to give more TPDUs on the specific
TC. A timer can control this communication, resulting in a
reset, should a TPDU get lost.
The interrupt packet facility can be used in class 1 of the
transport protocol. Only one interrupt packet may be pen
ding. evel 4 requests this through NEDReq. On receiving a
DCEInt level 3 has to initiate a DTEIntConf packet, as soon
as possible. The destination will use the same command,
NEDReq, to send an acknowledgement for level 4 initiator.

Level 4 level 3 softw./hardw. Line

NEDRq(TC,PA) --------->
I TC--->LC
I
I

DTEInt

DCEIntConf

DCEInt

------------>

<-----------

<-----------

NEDInd(TC,PA) <---------

I
LC--->TC I

I
DTEIntConf ------------>

Figure 24: Interrupt primitive exchange.
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The disconnection of the network connection by level 4,
indicates that every transport connection on that network
connection was already closed. On initiating a NDisRq or
receiving a NDislnd, level 4 assumes that all transport
connections are closed and so will not wait for any response
neither will the receiving level 4 initiate an acknowledge
ment. On network level this should well be initiated. This
is a task of level 3 software.

Level 4

NDisRq(TC)

level 3 softw./hardw.

--------->
TC-->LC

Line

Clear Req ------------>

NDislnd(TC)

{local}

{End to End}

<---------

D=O
DCEClearConf <------

D=1
DCEClearConf <----------

I
Erase TC I
LC:=Free I

I

Clearlnd <-----------
I

LC--->TC I
I

DTEClearConf ------------>
I

Erase TC I
LC:=Free I

Figure 25: Network disconnection primitive
exchange.
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The reset function is a one to one mapping and needs no
special functions.

Level 4

NResRq(TC)

level 3 softw./hardw.

--------->
TC--->LC

Line

NResConf(TC)

NResInd(TC)

NResResp(TC)

ResetReq ------------>

DCEResConf <-----------
I

LC--->TC I
I

<---------

ResetInd <-----------
I

LC-->TC I
I

<---------
I
I
--------->

TC-->LC

DTEResConf ~----------->

Figure 26: Connnection reset primitives

12.3. FUNCTIONS LEVEL 3 SOFTWARE

In the previous chapters the communication primitives of the
level 3 software layer have been described. This has pointed
out several tasks which should be implemented in the level 3
software.
The tasks of level 3 software can now be defined, beginning
with the protocol tasks.

Protocol tasks:

-Mapping level 4 primtives onto the co-processor primitives.
Actually on every level 4 command level 3 software will
give one or more packets to the co-processor. The mapping
can be found in appendix 12.

-Split TPDU 's in packets and recombine incoming packets in
TPDU's. This depends on the packet size of the specific
channel ..
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of the PVC and their Destination
TC belonging to the active channels.
use the channel descriptors in shared

has been
A Summary
will be

-Take action on errors reported by the co-processor. (See
previous chapter)

-Make use of the Q-, D- and M-bit procedures. The M-bit is
used by level 3 software, the D- and Q- bit procedures are
used by higher levels.

-In case an interrupt data packet is received initiate a DTE
Int. Ackn. packet.

-Initiate a DTE-ClearConf on receiving ClearInd. and notify
level 4.

-Keep administration
addresses and of the
Level 3 Software can
memory.

Local tasks.

-Testing: This is a task which can only be implemented after
the test facilities of the co-processor are defined.

-Initialisation: The initialisation of the chip
described in a previous chapter.
of the actions and parameters
given next.
1) Put base address in base register
2) write the twelve parameters into the

first twelve memory locations. Starting
at the base address.

3) Put the system configuration byte on
the databus and generate a ready signal
to the co-processor.

Now the co-processor will complete the initialisation and
will be operational.

-Provide a number of empty buffers for the co-processor and
remove used buffers, which have to be returned to the
buffermanager. The former depends on: - # open channels

- packet sizes.

-Handle TC mapping on LC between level 4 and level 3 S,
every network connection is recognised by a TC.

-Handle the Data flow between level 4 and level 3. Level 4
is stopped on a TC if a total of eight packets is in the
transmit queue of that specific logical channel.

-Search the Packet Call conf. and the level 4 command NC
Resp. for the parameters window- and packet size and in
stall them in the channel descriptor.
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13. TESTING

The co-processor contains a lot of registers, several finite
state machines and two micro-controllers. This makes the
testing of the chip very difficult. The tests can be split
in two parts:
- tests done by the manufactor and
- test done by the Host.

The manufactor has to test if the chip is working correctly.
This can be done by implementing the following:

- Scanpath: in this way a state can be clocked into the
processor. After a few clockcycles the state is clocked
out and examened. This will cost a lot of time in case a
high coverage is to be reached. To shorten this time the
scanpath has to be combined with the next function:

- The selftest: In the micro-program of the micro-control
lers a test routine can be implemented. If this test is
started the processor will output its status at predefined
breakpoints. The status can be examined.

To test the chip in a minimum time an optimal test patern
has to be chosen.
The Host will test the chip on correct behaviour. At initia
lisation a selftest can be done by the chip. If no errors
are reported the Host can test the chip on its protocol
functions. This can be done by internal loopbacks. In fig 26
three loopbacks are drawn:

- one at the boundary between level 3 and level 2
- one at the boundary between level 2 and level 1
- and one at the end of level 1.

The Host can do three test:

- the test of the packet level. If this is error free the host
can continue with

- the test of the link level and finally
- the test of level 1 can be done.

After the test of level one the chip can be put
Two pins of the chip are available for the test
This will probably be insufficient to implement
facilities directly.

operational.
facilities.

all the test

The pins can be used to set the pins of the chip in a test
mode. This will implicate that all or some pins will have
two modes:

- test mode and
- active mode.
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LOOPBACK 1 LOOPBACK 2 LOOPBACK 3

.... .... ...
'\.

...
'\.

.... ...
LEVEL t LEVEL t LEVEL

3 2 1

""
/

./ /
ocE--" .....

fIGURE 26. Looploo.cks for testIng
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Another solution is to use one pin to load an internal test
register with the data put on the other pin. The test
register can be loaded with several test-codes or with the
operation code.

Some testing possibilities are mentioned here to indicate
the need for testing procedures. This requires more research
as has been done until now. If testing is implemented in the
co-processor level 3 software has to implement testroutines
which use these testing facilities.
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14. CONCLUSIONS.

Not the whole packet level (level 3) of the protocol is
implemented in the co-processor. Reason for this is the
uncertainty about the action, which should be taken, on an
event that occurs. These actions can be different in several
countries. By implementing these functions in software
running on the Host they can be altered if this is necessary.
In this report these functions have been defined as a level
3 software part. This software part also contains the device
driver for the co-processor. A higher level can use the
primitives of the device driver to control the co-processor.
The device driver uses the primitives corresponding to the
Primitives of the Transport protocol. A few primitives as
well as parameters are added to control the communication
and data flow between level 4 and the level 3 Software. The
function flow control is also implemented in the co-proces
sor. This made the architecture of high level 3 some what
more simpler. Further more the internal busses have been
redesigned and altered to 8 bit width. The businterface has
been altered and the system configuration information is
read by the co-processor at initialisation. This saved two
pins of the chip instead of being used for configuration.
These two pins can now be used for testing facilities. As
for the testing facilities

14.1. RECOMMENDATIONS.

until now all efforts have been made to make the co-proces
sor usable for different configurations like:

- 8 or 16 bit databus
- Motorola or intel

Also the modem interface has to deal with different imple
mentations namely

X.21 or X.21 bis

An alternative is to design different co-processors for
different configurations. They will defer from each other in

- bus interface and
- modem interface.

and can sYmPlify the design.
Nowadays Satellite communication is used more and more. This
creates the need of the use of extended windows and packet
nUmbering. A small calculation will make this evident. For a
geosta~tionary satellite the distance to earth is about
36000 Km. Both packet and acknowledgement will have a delay
of 120 msec. In using a throughput of 64 kbaud a channel of
a ground station is able to send about 12 packets before an
acknowledgement is received from the satellite. If acknow
ledgement from groundstation to groundstation is required
then already 24 packets can be sent during the delay. So it
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is obvious that extended nUmbering and windows will be
required more and more in the future. A further study has to
be made of the test facilities of the co-processor.
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APPENDIX 1. FRAME FORMATS

TABLE 3/X.2S

CoIIUIIUds aDd rapo_

2 3 4 5 678

-
Formal Commands Responses Encodinl

Information
transfer I (infonnatioo) 0 N(S) P N(R)

Supervisory RR (rec:ein RR (receive
ready) ready) I 0 0 0 P/F N(R)

RNR (receive RNR (receive
not ready) not ready) I 0 I 0 PIF N(R)

REJ (reject) REJ (reject) I 0 0 I PIF N(R)

Unnumbered SARM (set - OM (discolUlec:ted
~chroDous mode)

)(tF.- response mode) I I I I 0 0 0

SABM (set
asynchronous
balanced mode) I I I I P I 0 0

DISC (disconnect) I I 0 0 P 0 I 0

UA (unnumbered
acknowledge-
ment) I I 0 0 F I ) 0

CMOR (command
\

reject) I I I 0 F 0 0 )

FRMR (frame
reject) -

Notl! 1 - The need for, and use of. additional commands and responses are for funher study.

Notl! 2 - OTEs do not have to implement both SARM and SABM; funhcrmore OM and SABM need not be used if SARM only
is used.

HDLC -TABLE

FRAMES DIRECTION ADDRESS

DCE-DTE A
COMMANDS

DTE-DCE B

DTE-DCE A
RESPONSES

DCE-DTE B

ADDRESS-TABLE
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APPENDIX 4. PACKET TYPES

Every packet transferred across the DTE/OCE interfal% consists of at leaSl three octets. These three octets
contain a Imenl format identifier. a lolial channel identifier and a packet type identifier. Other packet fields are
appended as required (see § 6).

Pad.et types and their use in association with various services are given in Table 5/X.2S.

TABLE $/X.25

From DCE 10 OTE

Incominl call
C&l1 connrcted
Clear Indic;alion
DeE clear con(trft\&lIon

Pactrtlypt'

From DTE 10 DeE

CQII sn·"p Qftd ("/ntrlft' (sec NaIr I)

Can rrquesl
Call ICCqlted
Clear rrquest
OTE clear confirmallon

vC

x
X
X
X

!)(rvice

pvc DC .,

\

DCE dat;a
DeE Interrupt
DeE Inlerrupl confirmatiOn

DeE data&ram
Datalram service 511n&l

DTE data
OTE Internlpl
OTE internlpi conflrmanon

[)alllgra," (~ ~Olr 3)

DT'E d;llalram

x
X
X

x
X
X

:-.

"

DeE !lR
OCE RNR

R~l indlc;alion
DeE rewt c:onfirmalJon

Restan indicalion
OCE restan cODr'innalion

DlaanoslK .,

OTE Illl
DTE RNR
OTE REJ .'
!lew! rrqunl
OTE rrKI confirmation

ReslQrt (sec NaIr 5)

Rnla" requesl
OTE mtan c:onfirmation

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X -

x
X
X
X
X

x
X

X

x
X
\
X
X

x
X

1/ Not necnsarily available on &II nrtworks.

\lC Vinual all
PVC Permanenl vinual circuit
DC Dalqram

No" I - Sec It 4.1 and 7.2." (or procedures and U 6.2 Ind 6.8.2 for formalS.

NOlt 1 - Sec. 4.1 (or procedures and, 6.3 for forman.

Nott J - Sec f ~.I (or prOC:e'llUt'lS and' 6." for forman

Nott 4 - Sec It 4.... ~.2 and 7.1." for procedures and n 6.5 and 6 S. I for formalS.

No" j - Soft. 1.1 for proccclurn and' 6.6 for formalS.

"'01' 6 - Set § 3 .. for proc:cdur~ and § 6 i for f",ma! s
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APPENDIX 5 : CHANNEL DESCRIPTOR

number of bytes of the command
packet.

pointer to a transmit buffer
which contains a command packet.

this field contains the packet
type of the command packet.

this field contains the GFID of
the command packet.

*****

SIZE FIELD
(BITS)

(16) PRIO TR POIN

(16) PRIO TR LENGTH

(8) PRIO COM FIELD

(4) PRIO GFID

PRIORITY FIELDS

COMMENT

*****

***** RECEIVE POINTER QUEUE *****

8*16 REC POINT

8*16 REC LENGTH

8*4 GFI

8*1 M BIT

(16) BEGIN_REC_POINT_QUE

(16) END_REC_POINT_QUE

(3) #UNUSED_REC_POINT

queue of max. 8 pointers which
are pointing to received data
packets.

length of the received data
packets (bytes).

General Format Indentifiers
of the received packets.

contains the More-data-bit
indicating that the corresponding
packet belongs to a sequence
of data packets.

receive queue administration.

receive queue administration.

receive queue administration.
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*****

SIZE FIELD
(BITS)

TRANSMIT POINTER QUEUE

COMMENT

*****

8*16 TR POINT

8*16 TR LENGTH

8*4 GFI

8*1 M BIT

(16) BEGIN_TR_POINT_QUE

(16) END_TR_POINT_QUE

(3) #UNUSED_TR_POINT

queue of max. 8 pointers which
are pointing to data packets
ready to be transmitted.

length of the data packets which
shall be transmitted.

General Format Identifier of the
data packets in the queue.

contains the More-data-bit
indicating that the corresponding
packet belongs to a sequence
of data packets.

transmit queue administration.

transmit queue administration.

transmit queue administration.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
***** PARAMETERS *****

SIZE PARAMETER
(BITS)

(3) TYPE OF CHANNEL

(12) LOGIC CHANNEL NUMB

(3) #D_PACKETS

8*3 perl_QUEUE

COMMENT

PVC, VC (Permanent Virtual
Circuit, Virtual Call) one-way
incoming, outgoing or two-way.

12 bit channel number (LCN+LCN)

number of data packets with
D-bit set and which are not
yet acknowledged by the Host

queue of per) 's belonging to
the data packets with the
D-bit set.

sequence number of the last
acknowledged packet per) of
the other node. This indicates
the lower window boundary of
the other node.
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SIZE PARAMETER
(BITS)

(3) NXT TO REC

(3) LAST ACKN

(4) STATE OF CHANNEL

(1) OUTST INTER DTE

(1) OUTST INTER DCE

(8) TIMER

(3) W (WINDOW SIZE)

(10) DATA PACKET SIZE

(8) POINT PREV IN CHAIN

(8) POINT PREV IN CHAIN

(1) IN CHAIN

(1) DCE BUSY

(12) DESTIN ADDR

(8) TC

COMMENT

sequence number of the packet
that will be received next.
pes) of the other node.

sequence number of the last
acknowledged packet per) of
this node.

sequence number of the packet
which will be transmitted next
P (s) •

Rl .. R2 Pl .. P7 01 .. 04

this channel has transmitted
an interrupt packet that is
yet acknowledged.

this channel has received an
interrupt packet that is not
yet acknowledged.

if the timer is not running
then this field is zero

window size of the channel
default 2 max. 7.

max. length of the data packets
default 128 optional 16, 32,
64, 256, 512, 1024.

chain of channeldescriptors
which have data packets to
transmit.

chain of channeldescriptors
which have data packets to
transmit.

flag which indicates that the
channel is in the chain.

flag inJicating that this
channel is not allowed to
transmit data packets.

detination address in case
of PVC.

if this channel is used then
TC serves as a
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APPENDIX 6 : CO-PROCESSOR PRIMITIVES

Responses from the co-processor generated by:

A) Receiver routine:

The Host is told about every packet except RR, RNR and REJECT packets

RESP CODE

Incoming Call

Call Connected

Clear
Indication

DCE Clear
Confirmation

RESP DIAGN RESP CHAN

chan specific

chan specific

chan specific

chan specific

RESP_POINT/RESP_LENGT
,COMMENT

additional user faci
lities and data

user facilities

cause / diagn.

DCE Data

DCE Interrupt

DCE Interrupt
Confirmation

Reset
Indication

DCE Reset
Confirmation

Restart
Indication

DCE Restart
Confirmation

Diagnostics

#free_buf-poin chan specific

chan specific

chan specific

chan specific

chan specific
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Host has to read the
packet pointer in the
receive queue of the
chan specific

user data

cause / diagn.

cause / diagn.

diagn. / explanation



A diagnostic code is transferred to the Host If the next state
generator generates an error. The RESP POINT and RESP_length
are not used.

RESP CODE

Error 1

Error 2

Error 3

Error 4

RESP DIAGN

diagnostics

diagnostics

diagnostics

diagnostics

RESP CHAN

specific
channel

specific

COMMENT

Packet with incorrect
GFID or unassigned lo
gical channel received

An incorrect packet is
received in the restart
phase.

An incorrect packet is
received in the packet
level phase (Rl).

An incorrect packet is
received in the data
transfer phase (P4).

More responses generated by the Receiver routine:

RESP CODE

L.P.Error

1 Rec buffer

Ackn data

RESP DIAGN

diagnostics

# of packets

RESP CHAN

specific
channel

specific

COMMENT

false pes) received
false per) received

warning ! only one
receive buffer left

number of data packets
have been succesfully
transmitted

B: Responses generated by the Attention routine:

RESP CODE

No Tr Pnt

No Prio Pnt

Rec Buf ovf

. Beh Param

RESP DIAGN

parameters

RESP CHAN
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COMMENT

no transmit pointers
left in this channel

no priority queue
pointer left

Host tried to store
to many receive buffers
in the buffer table

Behaviour parameters
are transferred to the
Host. The parameters
are not yet defined.



Unimp_Commm Host tried to give an
unimplemented command

C: More responses generated by the co-processor:

RESP CODE RESP DIAGN RESP CHAN COMMENT

ErrTx diagnostics specific Host tried to transmit
channel pOSSe an incorrect packet.

Time Out diagnostics specific time out for channel
channel in a specified state.

COMMANDS FROM THE HOST

The Host is allowed to generate the following commands:

GEN COM

Tx Data

Tx Com

TX_Restart_Req

Tx Restart Conf

Restart

Reset Channel

Append_Rec_Buf

Ackn Data

COM PARAM

GFID/M-bit

packet type
GFID/M-bit

COM CHAN

specific
channel

specific
channel

specific
channel

specific
channel

transmit packet with
data

facilities, diagn or
data

cause & diagnostics

point to new receive
buffer

a packet with D-bit
set has been acknowl.

Ask Bhvr Param parameters
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APPENDIX 7 COMMUNICATION REGISTERS

*** COMMAND AREA ***

(8)

(16)

(16)

(16)

(8)

GEN COM

COM PARAM

COM POINT

COM LENGTH

COM CHAN

general command

contains normally the packet type of
the command packet, the GFID and/or
M-bit (Data packet). Else other
parameters which have to be passed.

pointer to the command packet.

length of the command packet.

if the command is channel specific then
this will contain the pointer to that
channel decriptor.

*** RESPONSE AREA ***

(8) RESP CODE

(16) RESP DIAGN

(16) RESP POINT

(16) RESP LENGTH

(8) RESP CHAN

contains the response code of the
co-processor.

contains the diagnostic information
generated by the co-processor. and
in case of a command packet the GFID

pointer to a received command packet

length of the received packet.

if the command is channel specific then
this will contain the pointer to that
channel decriptor.

*** PRIORITY QUEUE ***

8*8 PrioritY_Queue a queue of max. 8 pointers to cannel
descriptors which have a command packet
to transmit.

(16)
(16)
(3)

Begin Prio Point
End Prio point
#_unused=prio_point

priority queue
administration
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APPENDIX 8. LEVEL 3 STATE DIAGRAM

OT( WTAAT CllfI'lIIflA TlON
fOTE!

VIRTUAl
CAlLS.---- P!AI'lAHEHT VIATUA

CIlCI.ITS AHD
DATAGRAf'S--_.- .....

I PACKET ;~VEL READY ,...-........1.---, I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I CAlL CDMotCTED CAlL I

llXE! ACC£PTED
lOT[)

I I
I I, - - - DATA TRANSf-;-p4- - - --'1 I

OTE RUff C~ATlDM (OTEI I
I I ,..-L-L--L--, I I
I I I I
II I I
I I dl d3 I I
L 10mL: _-_- IlESlT 1l£1l~ST :::::'ATOM _ _ ~

AMY STATE DeWT '" AICI p7

CUAA Rfll~ST CUAll IOtATDfrom MTIATlY£ llJCD

.....OTE ClLAA CDfFIIIflATION
10TD

.'--_....J
CALL COlMCTED CUAR 1l£1lUEST CUAII IOtATDI CUAA ACCEPTED

race fOTEI COCD OR
CAU REllUEST

fIlTEIoa CUAR CDfF"ATION
lorn
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APPENDIX 9 : POSSIBLE DATA TRANSFER IN INTEL/MOTOROLA ENVIRONMENT

Internal data bus: 8 bit
External data bus: 8 bit

Read:
word: Internal Motorola Intel

registers from memory from memory

I I I 1-
ILB reg. I HB I t I LB I t
IHB reg. I LB I I HB I

I I I I
2 bytes:

I I- I 1-
ILB reg. Ibyte 1 I t Ibyte 1 I t
IHB reg. Ibyte 2 Ibyte 2 I

I I I I
1 byte:

I I- I 1-
ILB reg. I Ibyte 1 I Ibyte 1 I

I I I I

Internal data bus: 8 bit
External data bus: 16 bit

Read:
word: Internal Motorola Intel

registers from memory from memory

1 I 1 I
ILB reg. I LB HB I I HB LB I
IHB reg. I 1 I I

msb lsb msb lsb

2 bytes:
I I I I I I

ILB reg. Ibyte 21byte 11 Ibyte 2 Ibyte 11
IHB reg. I I I I I I

msb lsb msb lsb

1 byte even:
I 1 I I I I

ILB reg. I 1 Ibyte 11 I Ibyte 11
I I I I I I

msb lsb msb lsb

1 byte odd:
I I I I 1 I

IHB reg. I Ibyte 11 I Ibyte 11 I
I I I I I I

msb lsb msb lsb
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APPENDIX 10. FACILITIES

TABLE IIX.2

b2) Facilitie$ ofpacket $witched data networkt (sec Notes I

-- --, ..

User classa of service

Optional user facility
8·11

20-22
(see Note 6) (lee Note 5)

VC PVC VC PVC

1. Optional user facilitie.s Q$$igned for an agreed contractual period

1.1 Extended packet sequence numbering (module 128) · . .......... A A - -
1.2 Nonstandard default window sizes · .. .. .. .. .. .. · .. · . A A - -
1.3 Nonstandard default packet sizes 16,32,64,256,512, 1024,

2048, 4096 . . . . .. ...... · . · .. .. .......... · . A A FS FS
1.4 Default throughput classes assignment ...... · .. · .. A A FS FS
1.5 Aow control parameter negotiation. · . · . · . · . · . E - FS -
1.6 Throughput class negotiation · . · .. · . · ...... , .. E - F9 -
1.7 Packet retransmission . . . . . · . · .. · ... · ... · ...... A A - -
1.8 Incoming calls barred . · ...... · . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. · .. · . E - A -
1.9 Outgoing calls barred · . · . · . · . .. .. .. .. .. .. · .. · . E - A -
1.10 One-way logical channel outgoing · ........ · .. · .. · . E - - -
1.11 One-way logical channel incoming · . .. .. .. .. · . · . · . · . A - - -
1.12 Closed user group .. .. .. .. .. · . · . · . · . .......... .. .. .. .. E - E -
1.13 Closed user group with outgoing access ........ · .. · . · . A - A -
1.14 Closed user group with incoming access · . · . · .. A - A -
1.15 Incoming calls barred within a closed user group .. · . · . · .. A - A -
1.16 Outgoing calls barred within a closed user groUp .• · . · .. A - A -
1.17 Bilateral closed user group . · . · . .. .. .. .. · . · .. · . · .. A - A -
1.18 Bilateral closed user group with outgoing access · .. · .. · .. A - A -
1.19 Reverse charging acceptance . · . · . · .. · . · . .. ...... A - A -
1.20 Fast select acceptance .. · . · . .. .......... · .. · . E - FS -
1.21 Multilink procedure · . · . · .. .. .. .. .. · . .. ...... A A - -
1.22 Charging information . · . · . · .. · .. A - A -
1.23 Direct call .. . . · . · . '. · . · . · .. · .. · .. FS - A -
1.24 Hunt group .. .. .. .. .. · .. · .. · .. · . A - ,A -
1.25 On-line facility registration. · . · .. · . .. ........ A - PS -
1.26 D-bit modification. · . · .. .. .. .. .. · . · .. · .. A A r:s -
1.27 Local charging prevention · . · . · . · . · .. A - J:s -
1.28 Call redirection , . · . · . · . · . · . · .. A - rs -
1.29 Network user identification · . · . · . · . · .. · .. A - A -
1.30 Extended frame sequence numbering . · . · . · .. · .. A A - -
1.3\ RPOA selection · .. · . · .. · .. · . · . · . A - A -

2. Optional user facilities on a per-cal/ basis

2.1 Closed user group selection · . · . · .. · .. E - £ -
2.2 Bilateral closed user group selection · . .. ...... A - FS -
2.3 Reverse charging. .. . . · . .. ........ · . · . · . A - A -
2.4 RPOA selection · . · . · .. · .. · . · . A - A -
2.5 Flow control parameter negotiation . · . · .. E - - -
2.6 Fast select .. . . . · . · . · .. · . · . · . · . E - FS -
2.7 Throughput class negotiation · . .. ...... · . · .. ........ E - - -
2.8 Abbreviated address calling · . ..................... FS - A -
2.9 Charging information .. .. .. .. .. · . · .. .. .. .. .. .. · . ............ A - A -
2.10 Transit delay selectIon and Indication (see Not. 10) ·. E - - -

. 2.11 Call redirection notification · . · . · .. · .. · .. A - J:s -
2.12 Called line address modified notification · .. · . · . · . · . A - FS -
2.13 Network user identification .. .. .. .. .. · .. · . .. .. .. .. · .. A - A -
2.14 Closed user group with outgoing access selection •. · . · . A - r:s -
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APPENDIX 11. NETWORK SERVICE PRIMITIVES

The protocol specified in this Recommendation assumes the use of the network services defined in
Reference 3.

Information is transferred to and from the NS-provider in the network service primitives listed in
Table 2IX.224.

TABLE 2/X.224

Network senice primldns

Primitives X/Y Parameters (I, 2) X/Y/Z

N-CONNECT request X Called address, X
N-CONNECT indication X Calling address, X

Receipt confirmation selection, Y
Expedited data selection, Y
QOS parameter set, X
NS user data (3). Z

N-CONNECT response X Responding address, X
N-CONNECT confirmation X Receipt confirmation selection, Y

Expedited data selection, Y
QOS parameter set, X
NS user data (3). Z

N-DATA request X NX-user data, X
N-DATA indication X Confirmation request. Y

N-DATA ACKNOWLEDGE request Y
N-DATA ACKNOWLEDGE indication Y

N-EXPEDITED DATA request Y NS user data. Y
N-EXPEDITED DATA indication Y

N-RESET request X Originator, Z

N-RESET indication X Reason. Z

N-RESET response X -
N·RESET confirmation X -

N-DISCONNECT request X Originator, Z

N·DISCONNECT indication X Reason, Z
NS user data. Z
Responding address. Z

X: The Transpon Protocol assumes lhat this feature is provided by all network service providers.
Y: The Transpon Protocol assumes that this feature is provided by some network service providers and a mechanism is

provided 10 optionally use lhe feature.
Z: The Transpon Protocol does not use lhis parameter.

Not~ J

Not~ 2

The paramelers listed in this table are those in lhe network service definition (Reference 3).

The way lhe parameters are exchanged between the transpon entity and the NS-provider is a local matter.

Not~ J Although nOl used in the transpon protocol p~' se, this parameter may be used for transpon protocol identification.
as specified in Annex B.
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APPENDIX 12 : MAPPING LEVEL 4 PRIMITIVES ONTO CO-PROCESSOR PRIMITIVES

LEVEL 4 PRIMITIVE

N-Connect Request ---------------------->

Indication <----------------------
Response ---------------------->

Confirmation <----------------------

CO-PROC. PRIMITIVE
/PACKET TYPE

TX_COM / Call.
Request

Incoming Call

TX_COM / Call
Accepted

Call Connected

N-Data Request

Indication

---------------------->
<----------------------

TX_DATA / DTE Data

DCE Data

N-Data-Ackn Request ----------------------> Ackn Data

Indication <----------------------
N-Exp-Data Request ---------------------->

Indication <----------------------

Packet received
with D-bit set
Tx_COM / DTE

Interrupt

DCE Interrupt

TX_COM / DTE Clear
Conf.

N-Reset Request

Indication

Response

Confirmation

N-Discon Request

Indication

---------------------->

<----------------------
---------------------->

<----------------------
---------------------->

<----------------------
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TX_COM / Reset
Request

Reset Indication

Tx COM / DTE Reset
- Conf.

DCE Reset Conf.

TX_COM / Clear
Request

Clear Indication

Tx COM / DTE Clear
Conf
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